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The universe's birth is considered the formation of space and physical reality in the collapse 

of zero balance. This is supposed to give the formation of physical reality and space to expand 
the amount of constant energy. This holds that the formation of various physical realities in 
the coagulation of space and energy in the first minute of the birth of the universe is a physical 
formation in the coagulation of energy. At the same time, energy saturates the space, and in 
the balance of this tension, we believe that the creation of all spaces ends. 
 
This is the idea that all elementary particles and existence are forms of solidified energy and 

that space maintains the tension of energy. Space seeks saturation of energy, and this tension 
is thought to make space possible. A fixed number of energies gives all of this, and they are 
constant, so all changes can be considered to exist according to the law of conservation of 
energy. 
 
These note the assumption that the fluctuation constant h causes the collapse of zero balance. 

Moreover, all changes in the universe are thought to require this fluctuation constant h. 
 
The formation of time can be thought of as the fact that these realities have a shared change 

within themselves and that the shared nature of change gives rise to the formation of time. 
This means that the timeless reality of Einstein's theory can be considered unchanging as the 
speed of light. 
 
This is because the particular theory of relativity, which states that time disappears at the 

speed of light, is based on the established theory that E = mc2 and time is a change, and along 
with the established theory that m = c2/E, it is possible to think that the change of c forms 
time. That's why. 
 
Moreover, if m=c2/E is the construction of physical reality in the solidification of energy, it 

will provide clarification in the above description. 
 
These include the established theory that the condensation of energy at the creation of the 

universe completed the creation of physical reality and the hypothesis that a reality ruled by 
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zero before the creation of the universe exists without time. It can be done. 
 
These ideas are based on the idea that changes in the temporality of c and the law of 

conservation of energy give rise to the construction of reality. 
 
On the other hand, when the change c does not exist, it is considered that time does not exist. 

 
It is possible to define the formula m=c2/E as the solidification point in the solidification of 

energy. 
 
These require understanding how the constancy of the speed of light c is constructed. This 

is because c is the key to coagulating time and energy. 
 
This gives the hypothesis that the formation of light gives light emission in correlation with 

external factors and refutes the judgment that these provide the formation of light 
independently. 
 
A correlation with these external factors gives rise to self-existence in the reality of light and 

speed formation. 
 
On the other hand, these give rise to the hypothesis that spatial saturation exists and that 

they provide spatial maintenance. 
 
This means that if it is true that the formation of the speed of light exists under the 

absoluteness of the world called the law of conservation of energy, then it is possible to think 
that these give constantness to the formation of speed in the interaction with saturation in 
space. It can be done. 
 
The hypothesis that this gives rise to absolute time and the formation of physical reality can 

be proposed. 
 
The expansion of the remaining space exists in three dimensions, and the collapse of zero is 

the universe expanding in three dimensions. Also, since the speed of light is the maximum 
speed, it is possible to assume that the expansion of space is given at the speed of light. 
 
These provide the existence that the reality of light is the reality that maintains the existence 
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of space and the world. 
 
This requires an explanation of the luminescence effect of light. It is correct that this is a 

correlation with external factors. 
 
Nikola Tesla's 369 principles exist because the universe expands into three dimensions. 

 
When we understand that the transmission of sound waves is the transmission of vibrations 

and that the effect of temperature equalization is also the sum of expansion and contraction 
of energy, we question the existence of reality at the most subtle frequencies. Be able to. 
 
The reality of equalizing energy in transmitting sound waves and temperature uniformity 

requires a reality based on it. 
 
Understandably, these are equalizing effects in the law of conservation of energy. 

 
These provide an understanding that space saturation has fundamental changes, subject only 

to the law of energy conservation. 
 
The sound mentioned above, waves, and temperature have energy; the homogenizing effect 

is their function. 
 
It can be assumed that the expansion speed of space in the Big Bang is maximum at the speed 

of light. There is also the assumption that these are phenomena caused by the collapse of the 
balance called zero. 
 
Establishing the constancy of the speed of light in these realities allows us to define the 

construction of biorhythms from the perspective of zero as a reality that persists according to 
the law of energy conservation. 
 
These are based on the assumption that the Big Bang and the universe's creation started 

from zero, began with distortion, fluctuated constant h, and gave rise to these biorhythms. 
Still, the expansion of the universe and the formation of space At the same time, when physical 
reality is created, the balance starting from zero is not perfectly harmonious. It can be assumed 
that the balance is completely disrupted. The imbalance is considered a natural and 
permanent change in the law of conservation of energy. 
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These believe that the coagulation of energy and the expansion of space in the Big Bang are 

quantified and, together with mathematical laws, realize the formation and existence of all 
physical reality. Since these are expansions of energy, we believe that all reality is endowed 
with self-formation in energy. 
 
If these realities were given solely through the collapse of zero balance, then there would be 

a distortion, which would be what gives all reality. This is taken as the fluctuation constant h. 
 
This fluctuation constant is the absolute basis upon which all physical reality is constructed, 

and this distortion can be thought of as the cause of permanent change in all reality. 
 
The energy movement based on this distortion is thought to form all reality. 

 
In addition, the construction of physical reality in the coagulation of energy is that if the Big 

Bang is an expansion of energy and a collapse of the balance of zero, then the establishment 
of the coagulation of energy at the fluctuation constant h, called these distortions, forms a 
self-gravitational field. It can be thought of as forming physical reality, which provides all 
reality. This is taken as the fluctuation constant h. 


